AFLUX Flight #05
06 – 25 March 2019
Mission PI: Christof Lüpkes
Objectives:
The goal of this flight was to obtain remote sensing data and in-situ measurements in a coldair outbreak over Fram Strait.
Crew:

PI
Basis Data Acq.
SMART/Eagle Hawk
Cloud Probes
MiRAC
AMALi

Polar 5
Christof Lüpkes
Sebastian Spelz
Michael Schäfer
Yvonne Boose
Mario Mech and Günter Schwarz
Mario Mech

Flight times:

Take-off
Touch-down

Polar 5
10:38 GMT
15:40 GMT

Overview:
Data were obtained by combining different strategies (wind/roll-parallel flight sections, rollorthogonal sections at 10.000 ft and in the boundary layer as well as saw-teeth patterns). Two
staircase patterns were flown at the northern end of the marginal sea ice zone (MIZ), the first
one over thick sea ice with some leads, the second one over the middle part of the MIZ. Saw
teeth were flown between these staircase positions and further south over the open ocean
both in North-South direction.
Weather:
A strong cold-air outbreak developed over Fram Strait with roll convection and strong northerly
wind.

The left figure shows the near-surface wind vectors as predicted by GFS. The right one
shows the clouds predicted by ECMWF.
The observed wind direction and clouds agreed well with the prediction along the whole flight
track and with the cloud situation that was expected from the satellite image (MODIS).
Clouds over the open ocean showed the typical cloud street character with decreasing roll

width towards the North. The northernmost staircase pattern was flown in a region with a
surface based fog-like cloud without roll structure, while at the location of the southern
staircase rolls occurred.

Flight track and pattern:

Flown flight track (horizontal view and height profile). The northern staircase was flown first

Detailed Flight Logs:
Clouds
Three cloud layers were present in the region between LYR and a position about 50-60 Nm
west of LYR. Mid level clouds had a top near 9.000-10.000 ft. A third layer was above.
Probably this layer caused precipitation since the cloud probes measured some particles at
10.000 ft. Almost 8/8 low clouds occurred and after approaching W1 these clouds had more

and more the character of cloud streets (see left foto). The rolls structure became clearer in
the north, where the width of rolls was also decreasing especially north of the sea ice edge
(foto right). Once more further north, approximately at the location where the southern
staircase was flown, this effect became even more obvious (see figure below).

This foto shows rolls 20 Nm south
of W1, but also the fog-like clouds
over the ice pack, where the
northern staircase was flown.

Many leads occurred in the MIZ.
Convective plumes with sea
smoke was always clearly visible.
At the downstream edge of leads
the sea smoke was combined
mostly to a convective surface
based cloud indicating the
plumes.

Sea ice conditions
At the northern staircase there was almost closed thick sea ice with many ridges. However,
at the eastern end a lead was crossed.

Section with
thick sea ice
at the position
of the
southern
staircase

Section with
smooth floes at
the position of
the southern
staircase.

Sea ice got thinner at the location of the southern staircase pattern and the sea ice was more
more inhomogeous with different types of floes (see Figures above).

Detailed notes during the flight, heights of flight legs
LYR  W1 (position of southern point of South North track): we climbed to 11.500 ft due to
the mid level clouds over Svalbard.
W1  W2 (Northern staircase): Most of the flight was flown in 10.000 ft. While we were
approaching the closed pack ice the low inversion became visible by a dark brownish layer.
We did not fly to the planned W1 position but flew the cross legs (staircase) earlier at a
position, where it was sure that the flight leg could be flown in a cloud layer. This cloud layer

was surface based witj low visibility. Heights of flight legs were 200 ft (half leg), 200 ft, 400 ft,
600 ft, 800 ft, 1200 ft.
Then we carried out a saw teeth pattern towards south with tops above cloud top. At a
position of about 80° 30’ N the second staircase pattern was flown with legs at 200 ft (half
leg), 200 ft, 500 ft, 800 ft, 1200 ft (half leg). Open leads were overflown during the legs.
Cloud cover was inhomogeneous, it was unclear if this was due to the occurrence of rolls.
After the staircase about 230 Nm followed in 2000 ft. Then a second section with 2 saw teeth
followed, but now over the open ocean. At the surface (200 ft) visibility was bad and clouds
were mostly surface based with showers.
Drop sondes
5 drop sondes were planned between W1 and W2 but at east 6 were thrown because of
failures.
Instrument Status:
Only the drop sondes had problems.
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